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In one sentence

Onsite Customer facing role, in charge of the architectural roadmap, provides architecture

solutions during the software development lifecycle and performs sophisticated software

engineering tasks.

What will your job look like?

You will know your customer - understand pain points, business and IT needs, market trends,

competitors, etc.

You will ensure with stakeholders (Business, IT, Network, Vendors) that the solution and

architecture address business needs and provide real business value

Amdocs Software Architects have full autonomy to deliver agreed technical objectives.

Make decisions requiring extensive analysis and interpretation, including a number of intangible

factors. Provides technical expertise in terms of software usage, and functional and non-

functional aspects

Work with software engineers and other architects to define and refine the product

structure to align with the business, development, deployment, and maintenance needs.

Work with customers and product line management to identify, refine, and translate

customer needs into concrete technical requirements.

Support and lead architectural decisions and tasks within a product line or across multiple

product lines (cross-portfolio).
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Lead projects, review technical designs, and provide guidance to software engineers on

technical and architectural design decisions

Research, evaluate, and prototype new methodologies, technologies, and products, you will

propose and follow through with improvements in processes and tools.

Acquire an in depth understanding of the customer context while making technical decisions and

choices

All you need is...

Bachelor’s degree in Science/IT/Computers or equivalent

At least 5 years’ in software engineering and proven experience in software design

Experience with Microservices architecture

Experience with Java, Spring (i.e Cloud), Kubernetes

Knowledge or experience working with one of the public cloud providers (AWS, GCP,

AZURE)

Knowledge and experience with Linux

Experience in presenting ideas, influencing, and build consensus in a group setting

Confident presentation and interpersonal skills

Customer-facing experience and negotiations skills

Fluent in Spanish and English

Knowledge of telecom industry

Proven experience in defining customer requirements and solutions and enterprise project

implementation

Experience in large and integrative project delivery and management

Wide knowledge of Amdocs products and best practice solutions is an advantage

Why you will love this job:



You will be challenged with crafting high-level design while setting technical standards.

You will have the opportunity to work with the industry most sophisticated technologies!

Evolve yourself in the future and lead all aspects of a suite of products, develop a high-level

design that connects several (heterogeneous) sub-systems, which together make up a whole

system.

We are a dynamic, multi-cultural organization that constantly innovates and empowers our

employees to grow. Our people our passionate, daring, and phenomenal teammates that

stand by each other with a dedication to creating a diverse, inclusive workplace!

We offer a wide range of stellar benefits including health, dental, vision, and life insurance as

well as paid time off, sick time, and parental leave!
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